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Wot? No atheist ‘Near Neighbours’?

Readers will remember the
article in Secularist No. 27,
March 2011, in which I looked
at the launch of the
government’s ‘Near
Neighbours’ scheme. The aim
of the scheme was to try to
build bridges between
communities with different
beliefs, most obviously
different religious beliefs but
also, it was said, including
those without religious belief.
I criticised the decision to place
the organisation and funding of
the scheme in the hands of the
Church of England. There could
have been no more blatant
attempt to revive the fortunes of
the Church than to make it the
gatekeeper for a whole new
stream of government subsidy to
voluntary groups – at the same
time ensuring that groups would
either already be part of the
Church set-up or have to hook up
with the Church in order to
access funding.
I was recently passed a copy of
an evaluation survey being
undertaken on behalf of ‘Near
Neighbours’ to evaluate the first
year or so of the scheme. The
first two questions on the
evaluation are reproduced
above. I noticed immediately,
probably as you have, that the

survey is addressing itself solely
to the religious. But as it is being
distributed willy-nilly it is clear
that the authors are making the
assumption that everyone must
have a religion. I emailed the
company concerned to ask
whether non-religious people
were being excluded deliberately
or inadvertently. This is the reply
I received from the head of ‘Near
Neighbours’, Liz Carnelly:
Dear Harry
I am the Programme director of
Near Neighbours.
You are right that the aim of
Near Neighbours is to bring
together people of different
backgrounds of ethnicity and
faith in local areas where we are
working and this includes people
of no faith. I believe the Near
Neighbours evaluation does ask
what faith, and has a potential
reply of no faith or religion [This
comes right at the end in a
monitoring section.] In terms of
grants we have given, the highest
group as the lead body to receive
grants have been community
groups, who contain people of
different faiths and no faith.
Every successful grant, whoever
the lead body is, has to
demonstrate it will involve people
of different faiths and this may or
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may not include people of no
faith.
We are currently evaluating the
first year of grants and this has
shown a number of beneficiaries/
participants were people of no
faith.
If you look at our website:
www.near-neighbours.org.uk you
will see a recent film of a
homeless project we funded – the
volunteers were not all from
religious backgrounds and the
beneficiaries were homeless
people of any background. We
also have a page of a few
examples of groups we have
funded. I hope this helps.
Liz
I would suggest this just
compounds the problem and
illustrates nicely the deficiencies
of the faith-based approach to
community work identified by
Ted Cantle in his recent talk at
the Hall (Secularist No. 44,
October 2012) and by Helen
Pettman on page 7 of this edition.
The survey does NOT say
‘...different religion or belief’.
This money should have been
channelled through local
authorities to make sure
it was directed at genuine
non-sectarian activities.
Harry Perry

Alzheimer’s and
smoking

research I was more than a little
surprised by such an
extraordinary assertion.
The reality is that research
Jan Wild-Grant’s comment
increasingly shows a link
(Secularist 44, November
2012) that ‘Alzheimer’s, which between cognitive decline and
we all know, surely, is actually smoking. The Alzheimer’s
stopped by smoking’ is rather Society lists smoking among
several risk factors that can
worrying.
increase your chance of
I do wonder where she has got
developing dementia. Risk
this idea from? As someone who
factors for cardiovascular disease
spends their professional life
(like heart disease and stroke)
retrieving and assessing health

This month’s
Secularist
First, apologies to several
contributors whose pieces
have not made the cut despite
going to 20 pages. My aim is to
achieve a balance of well written
items generally relevant in some
way to the Society’s objects, or of
a Freethought character.
I do appeal to disappointed
contributors (a) not to be
deterred from sending items for
future editions; (b) to try to relate
items to the Society’s objects;
and (c) to incorporate hard
evidence for views offered rather
than just free-floating opinion.
***
I do hope you find the centrespread poster useful. It has
come to us from Jesse
Richardson, an American sceptic.
It looks ideal to stick on the wall
by your computer so you can
challenge weak arguments when
putting the secular case on line!
Also ideal for noticeboards in
classrooms where basic
philosophy and clear thinking are
being taught – assuming such
places exist. I think it will only
print off as 2 x A4 pages from this
Secularist (because that is how
I’ve had to put it together) but if
you want a hard copy A3 version I
can provide them at nil cost to
LSS members and at cost to
others. Many thanks to Jesse at:
yourlogicalfallacyis.com.

Evington Echo website
upgrade
From 6th December the
Evington Echo (a community
newspaper run by volunteers)
will have a much improved
website. It will be user friendly

are also risk factors for all
dementia.
http://tinyurl.com/d7c455f
Incidentally, readers who were
interested in Jan’s article about
donating organs for medical
research might consider donating
their brain for
research into
Alzheimer’s http://
tinyurl.com/czbp9g2
Christine Keen

At first I welcomed the
Leveson proposals on
preventing the abuse of press
power but then realised there
could be implications for the
Secularist.
We don’t yet have the draft bill so
cannot tell whether we will fall
under the new scheme or not. Of
course we would never
misbehave but any state
intervention in press freedom is a
worry. It is now emerging that
the proposed statutory body
would not have a direct
relationship to newspapers at all
but would only supervise the way
the independent regulatory body
is performing. Actual fines of
newspapers for bad behaviour
would be levied by the
independent regulator, not by the
statutory body. The debate is
likely to continue for some time
so if anyone has strong views
about e.g. the difference between
the ‘free press’ and free speech,
please write something for the
Secularist.
***
If you’re reading this edition
of the Secularist as a nonSociety member why not
consider joining?
Looking back over the months
and years of this journal it is
clear that the Society covers a
huge range of topics of interest to
every corner of society. The
views put forward are not always
universally welcomed (OK,

rarely!) but that is the joy of a
Freethought Society and journal.
If you don’t like something, you
always have the option of writing
in to say so!
Nobody else in Leicester is doing
what we are doing – and
Leicester would be the poorer for
it if we weren’t here. After the
John Milbank talk I even heard
one visitor telling him that the
kind of debates we have would
never be heard in any church and I’m pretty certain not in any
temple or mosque either! Weekly
talks, a monthly journal, a
website, a secular library and all
the other things our members are
involved in all speak well of the
Society and its members.
As a member you would be
contributing to the costs of
running the show too! And you
would also be entitled to a hard
copy of this journal and
participation in the Society’s
democratic procedures. For the
Society, the more members we
have, the more influence we will
get and the more success we will
have in chipping away at
religious privilege and
establishing a just and equal and secular society.
Please think about it and if you
decide to join us all
you need to know is
in a panel on the
back page.
Harry Perry
Editor

and have a blog for comments.
There will be an interactive
button for people to send in their
news and articles. Clubs and
groups who want a page to
advertise their organisations can
have space and their information
will be updated. Other groups

can have links to their own
website. We would like to
encourage readers of the
Secularist who live in Evington or
the surrounding area to
log on at
www.evingtonecho.co.uk
Helen Pettman
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Meditations of
John (21)
‘The flesh’ - rape

So then we come to Todd Akin** who
recently ran for the American Senate
and who has long been an opponent
of abortion, even in cases of what he
recently called ‘legitimate rape’. His
comments produced uproar and he
lost support and ultimately the
Following the leading article
election. He also complained that he
in the October edition of the
had ‘misspoke’ and that he regarded
Leicester Secularist on the
rape as a dreadful crime. It seems
subject of rape I reflected on a that his comments about ‘legitimate
recent decision of the Pope in rape’ derive from the fact that he
the case of a woman whose
and those who think similarly are

are awaited.) It seems incredible
that in the twenty-first century
people cannot grasp the simple logic
that a pregnancy that goes wrong
and ends a woman’s life will
automatically end the life of the
foetus as well. Not even the Catholic
view that they are protecting the life
of the unborn can survive so simple
an argument.
In pushing for the free use of
contraceptives and for at least the
need to abort a pregnancy in cases
life would be threatened if
of necessity the secular world is
she became pregnant.
It seems incredible that in the twenty-first positively promoting value,
Could she use contraceptives?
century people cannot grasp the simple happiness, life and well-being.
The Pope decided that as a
In contrast, the position of
logic that a pregnancy that goes wrong
Catholic she shouldn’t. Only
and ends a woman’s life will automatically women in, for example, the
recently I have discovered that
Catholic Church is well nigh
end the life of the foetus as well.
the Catholic Church is still
impossible and they and their
technically against masturbation and
bodies
are constantly being
trying to get legislation passed that
assumes that the proper sexual
devalued.
I am surprised that more
only when rape is violent should it be
behaviour of a man is to have sex
do
not
leave.
legal to abort a resulting pregnancy.
with a woman.
Sexual behaviour which is built on
Further, the view is being floated
In his Christmas address for 2012
mutual consent can be a time of the
that a woman’s body will prevent a
the Archbishop of Granada, Javier
pregnancy if she is raped. (There is mutual giving of love to the other
Martinez,* said that a woman who
and is an example of creating life in
no scientific evidence for this.)
had an abortion ‘gave a man an
the moment of Transience.
The utter ruthlessness of the antiabsolute right to abuse her body
* I noted this in the press at the
abortion lobby can be gauged by a
without restriction’.
time.
recent incident in Southern Ireland
As I added all this up I suddenly
when a partial spontaneous abortion ** I found a lot of
realised that the Roman Catholic
was not completed surgically
information on the
Church effectively puts women in an according to standard practice and
internet.
almost impossible position. So much the woman developed a fatal
John Edmondson
is this the case that I am amazed
infection, which is a known risk.
(Also
see page 18.)
that more women do not leave.
(The results of a formal investigation

‘Father Used To Say’

community groups and individuals
from all over Leicestershire. I have
Sometimes all it takes to make
already arranged story-gathering
sessions and workshops with a very
you realise you can achieve
diverse range of people from
more or be strong are the right
different cultures and from groups
words at the right time, or the
who support refugees, travellers,
memory of someone special
people with disabilities or mental
who demonstrated a way of
health problems and more. But as
being that influenced you in a
my father used to say, ‘You can
positive way.
never have too many good stories!’
For some people it’s the way their
So if you have a story, or you’re part
father used to read them stories that
of a community group who would
inspired them to be a writer. For
like to have a free visit from me for a
others it’s the way their grandma
fun session of stories and music, get in touch right now
used to keep telling them ‘Never let anyone tell you
(details below).
you can’t do something!’ that gave them belief in
I’m particularly interested in contacting groups who
themselves.
use the Secular Hall for meetings, and also groups who
For me it was the way my English teacher told me
are involved in music in some way, e.g. choirs, because
(with a smile) that she would hunt me down and kill me
I want to collaborate with music-minded individuals to
if I didn’t take A Level English that made me realise I
produce songs about inspiration.
must have a talent for writing. And that I should
‘What is he going to do with all of these stories?’ I hear
always be on the lookout for armed teachers.
you ask. Well, for a start, they will make a very good
More than thirty years later, I’ve won an Arts Council
positive addition to the Oral History archives for
grant to share the inspiration around. And I need you. Leicester, which is where recordings of the stories will
Yes, you ... you with the inspiring teacher (isn’t there
end up (with your permission of course). But perhaps
one at every school?) who made physics exciting. You more exciting for lovers of live music, theatre and
with the mother who told you that you were worth it.
storytelling and those of you who would like to hear
You with the uncle who showed you how to look at a
stories from other cultures, I will be using some of the
view and paint it. I want you to share your stories
stories to create a one-man show.
around to spread the inspiration.
I will retell stories and sing songs about the people I’ve
In January and February of 2013 the project begins,
called ‘Father Used To Say’, by meeting with
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
met on my travels, in a show in which I’ll perform to
the same groups of people who shared the stories plus
members of the public too. And I’d love to perform this
show at the Secular Hall. If your group would like to
use one of their weekly meetings to host a performance
in June or July, then get in touch.
I have been writing and performing music and comedy
for over thirty years now, ever since that comment
from my teacher, and I’ve been told my songs are witty
and memorably catchy. You can find clips of songs and
my stand-up comedy duo Rob & Skatz on YouTube, or
for solo songs there’s a link on the Father Used To Say
website.
So if you want to be immortalised in song or story, or
just be part of something fun which aims to show that
we all have a shared humanity in spite of our diversity,
send a message now. You have nothing to lose but
your soul ... oops, sorry, wrong journal! Seriously
though, ‘Be inspired and be the inspiration!’ That’s
what father used to say.
Contact me or share your stories at:
www.fatherusedtosay.wordpress.com
skatz@btinternet.com
Andrew ‘Skatz’ Scattergood
Singer-songwriter

Sunday 16th December, 6.30pm
Seasonal Quiz at Secular Hall
Once again we mark the end of this
lecture series with a seasonal Quiz. The
evening comprises:
6.30pm–7pm: A 'mix and mingle' session
7pm till later: A Quiz of five rounds as well
as a table top quiz. Welcome back to quiz
master Trevor Chesterton, now fully
recovered.
Interspersed between the rounds of the Quiz
will be an opportunity for members present
to speak on a topic of their choice for five
minutes without interruption.
Anyone wanting to give a five- minute talk
should contact me in advance so I can plan
the evening:
secularhall@gmail.com or 0116 2703335
where a message can be left.
Another component will be ‘Just a Minute’.
Bring your own food and drink to share. All
members and friends welcome.
Michael Burden

‘Pereira maintains’
crime journalist who has been
made culture editor of a Catholic
newspaper in Lisbon. It is 1938.
Portugal is under the control of
Salazar’s fascist government, and
Portuguese soldiers are fighting
alongside Franco’s troops in
neighbouring Spain. Not that any
of this appears to greatly concern
Pereira himself, he is more
concerned with food, lemonade
and questions of Catholic theology,
particularly his difficulty in
accepting the resurrection of the
body. His concerns in this area
lead him to the work of a student
who has recently written a
dissertation about death, and who
There is something uniquely
Pereira eventually employs to
satisfying about reading a
write obituaries of living artists for
short, powerful novel. In fact use in the newspaper when they
I would almost go so far as to should die. When the obituaries
say that it is short novels that arrive – Lorca is the first – they are
strongly political and Pereira is
have had the most powerful
aware that the work will be
influence upon me over the
unpublishable. Nonetheless he
years. Steinbeck’s Of Mice and
pays the young writer out of his
Men, Voltaire’s Candide, William
own pocket and then gradually
Maxwell’s So Long, See You
Tomorrow, Salinger’s The Catcher finds himself being drawn into his
young protégé’s radical world.
in the Rye, Tove Jansson’s The
Summer Book, all have had a huge Pereira is no radical hero himself,
in fact he is stubbornly resistant to
influence, and yet all of them are
politics, gleans his daily news from
short and apparently very simple.
And so it is with Pereira Maintains. a local waiter and spends most of
Pereira is an overweight widowed his time worrying about his health.
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But something in him begins to
change. One can accept so much,
ignore so much, deny so much;
eventually the truth has to be
faced, and not only faced, but
acted upon.
The book begins: ‘Pereira
maintains he met him one
summer’s day’, and appears to be
narrated by someone who has
received some sort of confession
from Pereira. But who is Pereira
confessing to? What sort of
confession are we hearing? When
does this confession take place?
It’s all written in a simple, direct
and almost guileless style, with
apparent irrelevant detail and
distractions. Slowly one realises
that the apparent simplicity
conceals a highly controlled and
measured crescendo. Not a word
is wasted.
It’s a book about truth and loyalty
and love, about letting go of the
past and dealing with the present.
And it’s a novel about the issues
and principles that we, as
secularists, hold dear.
I urge you to read it.
Hamish Whiteley
Pereira Maintains by
Antonio Tabucchi
(Canongate Books)

Will religious and non-religious people ever agree
about the bounds of secularity? It seems not …
Surprisingly, this topic drew
only around 20 members and
guests to the Hall on 2nd
December. Perhaps others
foresaw the way it was going
to go …
John Milbank is a Christian
theologian and the Professor of
Religion, Politics and Ethics at
the University of Nottingham,
and Director of their Centre
of Theology and Philosophy.
He is also Chair of the
Trustees of the ResPublica
think tank. Through his one
time student Philip Blond (of
the think tank Demos and
the Progressive
Conservatism Project
(http://4c3.de/uzF) he is
associated with ‘Red Tory’
ideas like the ‘Big Society’.
Unfortunately John's attempt
to start the lecture in a lighthearted way did not go down
too well with his audience
when he suggested that they
were a lot of miseries,
drinking orange juice when
they could be enjoying
themselves singing and
drinking wine in church.
John's premiss was that the clash
between the religious and nonreligious (which appeared to be
his definition of secularism) had
become more energised since the
1970s, when there had been
general apathy on the ‘dissent’ of
the Victorian era. He argued that
‘New Atheism’ essentially had
nothing new to say and could not
see why it should have become a
burning issue once again.
He accepted that ‘political Islam’
was an enormous problem for
other religions. Should they ally
with modernism or defend faith
in general? They had generally
chosen to defend faith, and were
wary of criticising other religions.
This may have meant that many
regarded all religions as
dangerous and fanatical. Also
secularism evolved from
Christian practice, whereby the
law was not based simply on
religion, ‘Render unto Caesar’
signifying a split between secular
and religious law. Such a

spiritual insights. This had come
up against a rise in fundamental
religion directly opposing the
scientific view of the world, with
both Christian Creationists and
political Islam rejecting aspects
of science that do not suit their
beliefs. This was linked to the
only remaining and now
dominant ‘secular’ philosophy –
economic liberalism and
individualism. The political
struggle had therefore
moved from secular ‘Big
Ideas’ to a simple battle
between religion and
atheism.
During his talk John made
some assertions about
secularism and (social)
liberalism that undoubtedly
rankled with many in the
audience. He argued that
children were being
brainwashed with liberal
ideology in schools, where
they were imbued with
democratic values. He
suggested that the
overwhelming opposition to
established and hierarchical
traditions and institutions
such as the monarchy,
final judgement and the destiny
of the soul and humankind – Ed.] aristocracy and some forms of
discrimination were
of traditional religions. In its
unreasonable. He opined that
faith in humanity and progress
secularists have a fundamentally
secularism, and its associated
movements, had been more than pessimistic view of the world. All
this irritated many members,
the rejection of something and
possibly even more so than when
had a ‘religious gloss’ of
Anjem Choudary harangued the
improving humanity. With the
Society
and instructed his
failure of those positive ‘big
audience
to convert to Islam or
ideas’, he argued, the negative
face the fires of hell a couple of
option of opposing religion
remained. He did not identify the years ago!
emergence of a radical Islam
The audience used question time
from Muslim migration into
to make their unhappiness at his
Western Europe as a factor, with representation of secularism
its spur to the Christian religious clear and John was accused of
revival, nor the way this has in
setting up ‘straw men’. A ‘robust
turn spurred atheists and
exchange of views’, together with
secularists to return to the fray.
questions, followed. During this
period John asserted that this
John argued that in challenging
was the ‘grumpiest’ audience he
religion science has started to
had ever addressed and he
become an ideology, which he
called ‘Scientism’. This ideology suggested that we would all
dispenses with both religion and benefit from going to church to
philosophy (Dawkins and Dennet) sing carols on Advent Sunday!
and attempts to establish science He believes, contrary to secular
as the sole means of assessing
(continues on next page)
truth claims, thereby denying
concept did not occur in other
religions to which secularism was
completely foreign.
Another factor could be the
collapse of ‘secular’ ideologies
such as communism and fascism
(and even Freudianism), which
had promised a ‘utopia’ distinct
from the eschatology [the part of
theology concerned with death,
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pursue their selfish wants. So
they need an account as to why
ideas of church–state separation, they are not allowed to do that.
that it is important for the state
By this time several members of
to serve ‘something higher’.
the audience had taken leave of
Trying to talk about God directly the ‘discussion’ while even
is negative, the world proclaims
members with the most even of
the creator – a tree was
temperaments were drawn into
perceived by a child in its natural acrimonious exchanges with the
state in a way that was more
speaker.
profound than any scientific
As a final challenge to his
analysis, he said. There is no
audience, John defended faith
meaning in life without God and
schools, asserting that a lack of
there is danger in not having a
choice (based on religion) would
‘big vision’, as people simply
be dictatorial and that children

(continued from previous page)

need to be ‘given a coherent
vision’ before venturing out into
the wide world. Only faith
schools are able to deliver this
cognition and ethos.
Your reporters would suggest
that if John were to examine the
reasons why he caused so much
agitation in his audience he might
find the answer to his
question: ‘Why the new
controversy over
religion?’
John Catt (with bits
from Harry Perry)

The politicisation of volunteering
and out of our bank account, but
because of various circumstances
the committee weren’t getting any
say and became disillusioned.
Meanwhile a few were working
voluntarily to pull all the
administration together. This set-up
just wasn’t working, so we took
advice from East Midlands in Bloom
judges and moved our main
activities to the highways.
We lost control of the Orchard
project; even though money went in
and out of our account, our
committee couldn’t continue
attending the endless meetings with
an inexperienced Park Officer.

Groundworks, who are being paid
through Park Services, to enhance
the area. We have enjoyed working
with the Groundworks leader who
leads well and has done his best to
provide more suitable tools for the
job. Unfortunately he hasn’t been
given the power to make his own
decisions, so he can’t take on board
any comments from the volunteers.
This means that in effect the
volunteers are being used as
‘fodder’. Calling a meeting to
David Cameron’s idea of the ‘Big
discuss the situation revealed that
Society’ is to encourage community
we couldn’t plan together how to
empowerment, social action and
make a meadow because we needed
opening up public services.
to be told what we could or could
‘Opening up public services’ is a
not do by our Leicester City
topic for another article, but for the In the end a small group of us have
biodiversity officer. She in turn has
moment I wish to concentrate on the formed ‘Friends of Evington’ as a
to follow Leicester City’s
idea of encouraging community
charity and have closed down
biodiversity policy. This policy is
empowerment and social action. On ‘Friends of Evington Park’ as an
written in such a way that it doesn’t
the face of it these are admirable
organisation, but have informed
allow for volunteer voices and won’t
concepts that shouldn’t belong to
Park Services that we are still
be reviewed at the moment.
one particular party and should lead willing to be useful to them, if
Meanwhile we have found out that
to community-driven collective
needed. Last year it was a lot of
Leicestershire County Council has
action and through this to enhanced work to run ‘Evington in Bloom’,
democracy. But does it work in
developing beds and borders on the been given £320,000 by the
government to develop ‘Big Society’
practice?
highways. ‘Evington in Bloom’ also
projects and that county groups can
linked with other projects that are
As a citizen of Evington and
bid for this money. Unfortunately
being
run
by
other
organisations
in
Leicester, now retired, I am
Evington to improve the horticulture we live in the city. I was informed
prepared to get involved with local
that Leicester City Council won’t get
things and give my time and energy and cleanliness of our area.
Big Society money because all our
Although
we
do
a
lot
of
gardening,
to organise events or projects that I
the intention of Friends of Evington politicians are Labour. For
think are worthwhile. I am
Leicester City groups the
particularly interested in supporting is wider. We have Moot meetings
government has given the ‘Big
where
we
invite
people
to
come
and
projects that encourage the
Society’ grant to the Church of
development of wildflower meadows discuss what projects they would
England for ‘Near Neighbours’
like to see in Evington. These
and community-run orchards but
meetings show us that there is huge projects!
will help with other things that are
potential, but of course a small
Of course we have other options for
about getting people from all walks
committee can’t do it all, so our next getting funding for Friends of
of life to work together.
step is to set up ‘It’s Your
Evington and can get excellent
My involvement started with a
campaign for play equipment on the Neighbourhood’ groups that will link advice from Voluntary Action
village green and we formed a group with us through ‘Evington in Bloom’ LeicesterShire and the
and the Moot meetings. We are
Rural Community
that later merged with the Friends
getting good support from a local
Council, but when
of Evington Park. In this group we
councillor
for
this.
volunteering has been
helped with developing a garden
politicised
it’s not easy.
One
area
of
land
in
Evington
is
very
area, a better area for play in the
special. It is a medieval moated site. Helen Pettman
park and outdoor exercise
Volunteers have joined forces with
equipment. Much money went in

In this article I will give local
examples to substantiate the
statement ‘Volunteering has
been politicised’. It maybe
that my experience is unique
and can’t be generalised, but I
believe it can because there
are always inexperienced
people in various
organisations who have too
much power!
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Grand piano, courtesy of Mariko
Mariko Terashi gave a solo
recital on Sunday 18th
November 2012 at Secular
Hall to celebrate the
refurbishment of the 1911
Broadwood grand piano in the
possession of the Secular
Society. The piano has been
beautifully restored by Andrew
Matthers, paid for by a
generous Secular Society
member who wishes to remain
anonymous, and whose gift is
greatly appreciated. The tone
of the piano seems suggestive
of its period: ‘woody’sounding, hollow in the base, a
distinctive blend of brightness
and warmth, and it occurred to
me, as the recital began with
Chopin, that its date of
construction rather neatly
dissected the period of time
between Chopin’s lifetime and
our own era.
Mariko’s playing was likewise
very distinctive. Its most
obvious quality was its
fearlessness, strength and
power; and the pieces in the
programme were extremely
well chosen to highlight this.
With some moments of lightness
(in the Chopin waltzes, in Les
Rozeaux by Couperin, and in the
Scarlatti sonata played as an
encore), the predominant mood
was profound and darkly
expressive.
I have spoken of darkness and
light – this idea of pairs and
opposites recurred throughout
the recital. So for instance, the
first Couperin piece, very low in
pitch, and at once solid and
mysterious, was beautifully
contrasted with the second, using
the high register, with delightful

the very centre of the
programme, of the Prelude and
Fugue in A minor by Bach,
transcribed for piano by Liszt.
This gave full expression to
Mariko’s powers. She had no
difficulty at all in suggesting the
almost orchestral textures of the
original version for organ, the
colourful counterpoint, the
very clear voicing needed in
the fugue, the depth and
breadth of the musical
conception, the joyful and
celebratory progression of
ideas. I felt that Liszt would
have enjoyed her realisation of
his intentions in transcribing
the piece.
Chopin was the most
extensively represented
composer in this recital,
appearing at beginning, middle
and end, wearing his three
different masks of lilting and
dancelike, tumultuous
alternating with lyrical, and
grand and declamatory.
Perhaps Mariko was a little
tired after performing with
such relentless energy, as the
and her playing of these
final Scherzo (no. 2) was the least
character pieces transferred the technically controlled, with one
ornamental baroque style very
or two ragged moments quite
successfully to the piano.
surprising after the generally
Mariko took us on a considerable faultless, and very impressive, coordination of the hands and
musical journey (with pleasingly
informal spoken introductions of comprehensiveness of memory up
to then.
each piece by Michael Gerard),
with a predominance of French
Several times during the playing,
composers of three different
I had wished for a little more
centuries. She showed us a
spaciousness, a little more
glimpse of Fauré’s adventurous
relaxation of tempo and delicacy
and elusive harmonies in one of
of touch to contrast with the
his Nocturnes (darkness again),
impressive power and intellectual
and included Feux d’artifice
understanding, even for a few
(Fireworks) in her small suite of
more moments of silence
Debussy pieces (flashes of light in between phrases, since silence in
the darkness).
music can be eloquently
There were many cross-allusions expressive – and interestingly, I
heard more of these gentler
in this thoughtfully constructed
qualities in Mariko’s encore
recital. Thus, the Spanish
influence on Debussy’s La Puerto piece, one of Scarlatti’s slower,
reflective sonatas, which she
del Vino (with typical habanera
allowed to breathe beautifully.
rhythms) was matched by the
However, I would not want to
Scarlatti-like cascades of the
Sonata Allegro by Carlos Seixas, detract from the
fearlessness and
a fusion of Spanish with Italian
energy of the
styles.
playing, which will
For me, the highlight, the most
remain in my
darkly brilliant moment in the
memory.
concert, was the performance, at
Elizabeth Rowan
ornamentation fulfilling two
functions of giving the music
more fluency and also a more
hesitating quality. Mariko’s
programme notes referred to her
recent studies of French
eighteenth-century keyboard
composers with the
harpsichordist Huguette Dreyfus,
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President’s column
One month in and it’s beginning
to feel almost like a full-time
job – hardly ever now am I
getting time to drift off on the
sofa with a half-open book on
my lap! The good side is that
once I showed her where it was
the First Lady has been a
wonder on kettle duty – as many
as three or four times a week.
Amazing!
***
The co-op (also known as ‘the
charity’, ‘the BenCom’ and ‘the
I&P society’): half a dozen Board
members met with four of the five
Trustees of the Leicester
Rationalist Trust (LRT: Andrew,
Lyn, Rupert and Emma) to discuss
the draft rules for the co-op. I felt
good progress was made. The
Trustees said they would have no
objection to the co-op being formed
or to LSS handing over to it the
responsibilities it has for running
the Hall. Your Board expressed the
hope that the co-op would be a
body with representatives also
from the Trust. It was agreed that
LSS would produce some questions
to be asked of the LRT’s solicitors
in relation to the co-op’s objects
and the Trust deed. These, and a
list of steps needing to be taken for
the creation of the co-op, have
been produced for discussion with
LRT. One of the steps will be an
EGM of LSS to consider the
proposals. That will be some time

next year but the nature of the
business makes it difficult to put
dates to anything.
The mini-modernisation: the
planning applications are in and a
decision on those is expected in
late January 2013. With those
under our belt and a little more
progress on the charitable co-op
(the two are linked) we will be able
to get started on fundraising for
the works.
County Interfaith Forum: You’ll
have guessed that I’m not big on
‘interfaith work’ but as the new
President of LSS thought I ought to
show my face at the county’s
quarterly ‘Interfaith Forum for
Leicestershire’ on 19th November.
The organiser, Noel Singh, invited
me and stressed that people of no
faith are as welcome as anyone
else. I told him that if that were
true they needed to do some work
on their website. He promised to
have a look at it. A couple of other
LSS regulars were among the
mixed 50-odd people who attended
to hear Peter Cumper (of Leicester
Uni) talk about human rights,
religion and the law. He made a
good job of reviewing all the known
issues around offence and the socalled ‘persecution of Christianity’
cases. But the speaker who stole
the show was Dr Halla Diyab, a
Syrian Muslim feminist filmmaker
and campaigner (with a base in
Leicester). If you think of a typical

Muslima with scarf or niqab,
shapeless black floor-length garb
and retiring ways, and then think
of the opposite, you will get a
picture of Dr Diyab. (http://
www.libertymediaproductions.co.u
k/showreel.html) In an
impassioned review of the world’s
Islamic misogynistic hot spots Dr
Diyab made clear where she
stands, coming down hard against
the spread of Sharia law to Britain.
Her basic case is that too many
Muslim men have used Islam,
especially in its Wahabi and
Salafist guises, to oppress women.
Ending with a clear statement that
only a secular state could protect
the rights of women she got my
applause – and everyone else’s too.
We need to get her to speak at the
Hall.
The AGM: I thought this year’s
AGM went well with some good
feedback to members, participation
and exchanges of views. The new
Board has appointed its nonelected officers and these are
named in the panel on the back
page. We always have more ideas
than we do people to carry them
out so if you’re approached to
consider being coopted onto the Board
please do give it
serious consideration.
Thank you!
Harry Perry

News from the Board
Our first meeting of the new
Board following the AGM and
suddenly there was that bit of
apprehension which
accompanies all changes.
There was, however, no need
to worry – everyone was on
their best behaviour. But will
it last?
Much of our time was spent on
appointments. As John Catt is no
longer able to be on the Board,
Anu has taken over as Treasurer,
with John as Assistant Treasurer
continuing to guide us through a
range of financial and legal
matters. I shall remain as
Secretary for the time being.
Allan will take over as events
coordinator but some of the
current responsibilities will be
shared between Michael Gerard,

Hamish and Harry. We suddenly
realise fully what a huge job Mike
Burden has been doing and I
suspect we shall have to spend
much more time on the events
programme at Board meetings in
future. Press and publicity is
now being divided between Harry
(press releases) and Hamish
(campaigns). Mike Burden
continues as Building Manager.
We decided to increase the
honorarium we pay our lecturers,
as the current amount has
started to look something of an
insult to our speakers! We are
also increasing the suggested
donation for lectures, though of
course this continues to be
voluntary. Neither has been
increased for years.
The ‘All Our Stories’ project will
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be added to the standing items on
our agenda for the time being.
The Board and the Rationalist
Trust met on 20th November and
there was a general welcome for
the positive nature of the
meeting. We were also pleased
that Emma Chung, our former
president, has joined the Trust.
Once again we discussed issues
around campaigning, publicity
materials and managing requests
for speakers. We seem to revisit
these topics regularly without
making a huge amount of
progress. We therefore decided
we need to set aside more time
than is available at routine Board
meetings and attempt to involve
the general membership. A
(continues on next page)

(continued from previous page)
meeting is to be arranged in
January. [9.30am-12.30pm,
23-1-13 - Ed.]
Our next meeting is on Sunday
30th January at 3.30pm (no, this
decision was not unanimous, but
democracy is never easy!). As
always, observers and suggestions
for the agenda are
welcome. Please let
me know beforehand
(07989 122917).
Gillian Lighton
Secretary

All Our Stories
Most members are by now
aware of this project. I wrote
about it in the August edition
of the Secularist and we have
since been successful in
obtaining funding of around
£9,000. If anyone wants more
information I can send it on
request. I shall be coordinating
the project and Eleanor
Davidson, Beryl Hawkes and Lyn
Hurst are on the steering
committee. We would welcome
another member and would be
delighted to hear from anyone
who might be interested.
I hope to keep you in touch with
developments each month and
highlight help needed as we
progress. Remember – we shall
be wasting an exciting
opportunity unless you all back
the project and become involved.
We know you are busy so we
won’t expect too much of you but
most people become ‘hooked’
once they have made a start. If
anyone is interested who does not
have email please phone or text
and I shall do my best to keep you
in touch by other means.
Oral histories will be an important
part of the project and we shall be
having a training day with
Cynthia Brown on Sunday 6th
January at the Hall from 10am.
It should be fun so please come
along (free light refreshments
provided) – it is entirely up to you
whether or not you then commit
yourself further. Please let me
know if you are interested.
We are currently working on
timelines from 1950 to 2000. We
have enough materials at the Hall

to make a start on them – it is
easy and interesting. I shall be
sending out some dates by email
so if you can spare an hour or two
that would be a real help. With
this in mind, the Hall will be open
from 10am to 3pm on Sundays
during December and at other
times by arrangement. We also
want to go through transcripts of
some oral history interviews to
extract relevant information. We
have material from Alex Acheson,
Peter Cobb, Louie Croxtall,
Harold Hammersley and Peter
Miller so if you knew any of them
your help would be particularly
appreciated. We also have a
transcript of a 1990 radio
interview with members.
We now hold copies of the
records of the Secular Hall
Company, the group which built
the Hall and was the forerunner
of the Rationalist Trust. Could
someone have a look at these and
highlight anything of interest?
Early in the New Year we want to
make a start on developing the
tour of the Hall and writing about
some of its features (the busts,
the architect and the tiles are
already in hand). We would like
anyone interested in the building
and/or with knowledge of old
buildings to contact us with a
view to walking round the
building with Mike Burden,
pointing out features which we
may have missed and asking
questions which we need to try to
answer. We also have a list of the
craftsmen who worked on the
building – would anyone do an
internet search to see if we can
find more information about any
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of them? Or look at historical
trade directories? There is surely
something to be found about the
person who did the stained glass?
We are also looking at the actual
opening of the Hall in 1881 and
hoping to print newspaper reports
of the time which give full details
of the extremely interesting
speeches. We want to add to this
a very brief paragraph about each
of the people involved for readers
who may have little or no
knowledge of them. Speakers
were Josiah Gimson, G. J.
Holyoake, Annie Besant, T. R.
Wright, Charles Bradlaugh and
Harriet Law. Mrs T. R. Wright
read a dedicatory poem by J.
Thomson so we also need
something about them.
Volunteers please!
A slightly bigger ask but an
interesting one. Would anyone
like to have a look at the
connections between William
Morris and the Hall? Help would
be available if required.
Finally, we shall probably need
advice on copyright issues as we
progress. Is there a member with
some expertise in this area?
More requests next month!
Please note that this
is a collaborative
project so be
prepared for others
adding to your work
or editing it for
particular purposes.
Gillian Lighton
email:
gillianlighton@hotmail.com
Mobile: 07989 122917

Vago, modelling in clay and phrenology
A couple of months ago I
wrote a tongue-in-cheek piece
about the links between the
creator of the busts on the
frontage of Secular Hall,
Ambrose Lewis Vago, and the
fact that he was a
phrenological sculptor. So
imagine my delight when our
esteemed librarian and
secretary, Gillian Lighton,
presented me with facsimile
copies of Vago’s books
Orthodox Phrenology and
Instructions in the Art of
Modelling in Clay.*
The first of these books, Orthodox
Phrenology, shows I think that
rather than the somewhat potty
ideas we have about bumps on the
head and human personality that
we think of as phrenology today,
phrenologists in the 1880s were
groping towards an understanding
of the material relationship
between mind, brain and body that
we have today and still so
imperfectly understand.
Vago is very clear in his
introduction that this is a more
subtle understanding of the
relationship between mind and
brain than we realise. Vago
writes:
‘Phrenology offers a system of
theology which from being
furnished by Nature itself, is free
from fraud and imposition, and is
therefore a reliable guide in
revealing to us the laws which
govern our physical, moral and
intellectual natures. I have come
to the conclusion that Phrenology
is orthodox. And as the purport of
the present work is to show this, I
have chosen for its title “Orthodox
Phrenology”. This then, is the
reason why the book is so called;
and, such being its tenor, I hope it
will meet somewhat the need of
the times, now that the truth of
the scriptures is disputed even by
the most learned bishops,
especially as atheism is now so

these ideas were at the time.
much on the increase, even
amongst those who claim to be the Vago and the phrenologists are
thinkers of the age.’
saying that the mind is a natural
material phenomenon and can
So how did he define his new
therefore in no sense be thought
orthodox phrenology?
of as of divine origin, and that any
‘Phrenology is the science which
human characteristics which
treats of the Mind in connection
appear as a form of ‘Divine
with the brain. It proposes –
Wisdom’ are simply not tenable.
firstly, – that the brain is the
This book, a very dense 50 pages,
material instrument through
is certainly worth a read. At the
which the mind holds intercourse
end he appears to subscribe to the
with the external world.
views of Thomas Paine that whilst
‘Secondly, that the brain is an
he
is no Christian he does believe
aggregate of parts (otherwise
in a creator, a God if you will,
called Nature. ‘We shall
conclude’, he says, ‘because we
find ourselves gifted with
reasoning and observing faculties,
that they were intended never to
be used? Could any other than
God compose all these parts that
jointly constitute the mind?’
Not quite the atheist we would
perhaps hope for but a fascinating
man nonetheless. His other book
is a simple guide to clay
modelling. As well as being a
practical guide to the art it
introduces the student sculptor to
cerebral organs), each of which
the importance of phrenology in
has a separate and determinate
creating busts of the human head.
function in subserving to one of
‘There is not a single object in
the various mental faculties of
nature, which in its outward form,
which the mind consists. Thirdly, does not bear physiognomic
that the cerebral organs (which
indications of its internal nature.’
agree in number to the mental
Says Vago.
faculties) are developed in power
This book also explains how to
to its particular function.
create busts in
‘Fourthly, that the skull (though
terracotta clay, so if
the harder substance) conforms to you want to know
the shape of the brain, and is,
how he set about
therefore indicative of the power
making the busts
or weakness of mental faculties;
that decorate Secular
just as the appearance of the body Hall this book is for
indicates to the physician the
you.
presence of heath and disease.’
Nick Matthews
Now from our perspective it is
clear that this view contains some *Orthodox Phrenology by Ambrose
Lewis Vago (Simpkin, Marshall &
half-truths and as such, like all
Co., London, 1871).
half-baked scientific ideas in the
Instructions in the Art of
wrong hands, can be extremely
dangerous. But I think it would be Modelling in Clay by Ambrose
Lewis Vago (Robert Clarke & Co.,
wrong to underestimate how
Cincinnati, 1889).
powerful an attack on religion

My first and only Spanish poem
piel contra Madera
as beuno
pero piel contra piel
as estupendo!

skin to wood
is very good
but skin to skin
is better still

Jill Cunningham (1994)

Skeptics in the pub groups have been
voting for this year’s Good Thinking Golden
Duck award. Shortlisted were Prince Charles,
Andrew Wakefield and David Tredinnick MP. At
their November meeting the Leicester group
chose the Bosworth parliamentarian for his
promotion of quackery on the House of
Commons Health Select Committee. More on
this at tinyurl.com/Duck-Tredinnick
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Professor David Nutt – The struggle for evidence-based policy
Leicester Skeptics in the Pub
20th November
David Nutt hit the headlines when,
after suggesting that we should
develop a scale of risks to inform
policy on recreational drugs, he
was dismissed in 2009 from the
government’s Advisory Council on
the Misuse of Drugs (ACMD). He
had suggested that other risky
pleasures like horse-riding were
comparable to, and often far more
dangerous than, many recreational
drugs, and that alcohol and
tobacco should also be in the
picture.
Although blighted by an intermittent
projector fault, he gave a surprisingly
fun-filled talk, covering the historical
and legal background, the relationship
between scientific advisers and policy(and law-) makers, and the nature and
consequences of the war on drugs. I’ll
focus here on some of the
consequences and possible
motivations.
Many people living with MS and
chronic pain get relief from cannabis.
In 2005 the legal defence of ‘necessity’
was scrapped, and possession of small
quantities has also become an
arrestable offence on suspicion of
which dwellings can be searched and
bank accounts frozen. So MS
sufferers’ homes are violated, and if
anything is found their partner or
carer is the assumed supplier. The
penalty ranges from fines to years in
prison. Imagine – on top of coping
with disability, your soulmate and
most trusted carer is locked up and
loses their job and income while you
feel responsible and loaded with guilt.
That this is happening in Britain today

than her blood volume when an
ecstasy tablet made her feel queasy.
At about the same time Gavin Britton
A recent tendency is to ban classes of
drugs rather than individual ones. The became, with barely a mention, one of
the many thousands of fatal casualties
law can’t keep up with all the
individual substances being developed of alcohol (in his case as a victim of
post-rugby drinking games).
– so runs the argument. But this
is thanks to a Labour government (not
that the Tories opposed them).

approach has stifled research to find a
safe cannabis-like substitute and
whole ranges of psychologically active
drugs that could change the lives of
people suffering mental illnesses.
Future PM David Cameron’s
punishment for cannabis at Eton was
‘gating’ (certain freedoms were
withdrawn for about a week) – a
proportionate penalty suggested Nutt.

So who benefits from the distorted
view peddled by the media? In one of
its flashes of life, the Skeptics
projector showed us a billboard poster
– ‘Say no to drugs. That way you’ll
have more time to drink Budweiser.’
It’s true – recreational abusers spend
less on alcohol.

The war on drugs (the fact if not the
slogan) began in the 1960s. Young
folk in the USA spaced out with
He praised the approach of the
Callaghan government and its Misuse hippiedom and hallucinogenic haze
were all for peace and increasingly
of Drugs Act 1971. It sets the legal
inclined to resist the draft for Vietnam.
framework to this day. Drugs are
(Later the clever warmongers realised
classified C, B and A in ascending
that stoned combatants could be
order of harm – and penalty – and the
persuaded to commit atrocities they’d
penalties are more severe for dealing
never otherwise dream of.) You
than possession. The powers of
readers of the Secularist don’t like
Parliament and the MPs, so often
subservient to their standing with the conspiracy theories any more than I
do, so you’ll have to make your own
media, ended here. The actual
mind up on this – or better still, be
classification was delegated to the
watchful for the evidence.
rational deliberations of an
The adage ‘Truth is the first casualty
independent panel of expert advisers
of war’ clearly applies in the war on
(the same ACMD Nutt was dismissed
from). That’s the theory, and although drugs as in any other.
occasionally bias has been suspected,
Professor David Nutt has the
on the whole it worked well.
chair in
neuropsychopharmacology
Until the clamour of the press rose to
at Imperial College.
a crescendo, opportunistic ministers
preferred to join rather than resist.
Frank Friedmann
We had the debacle over cannabis
Links:
reclassification and the astonishingly
profdavidnutt.wordpress.com
disproportionate attention to the
isolated case of Leah Betts who died of drugscience.org.uk
water poisoning, having been advised
leicester.skepticsinthepub.org
by friends to drink considerably more

thinking about our relevance
today, informed maybe but not
The Board have asked me dominated by our history and
to try to make our website artefacts. Including people
often brings pictures to life, or
more ‘youthful and usermaybe our banner on a demo.
friendly’.
I wholeheartedly agree with the So please give this some
thought. My email address is
need and thank the Board for
taking an interest. I’m thinking on the back cover, and I can
of an altogether brighter look – scan printed photos if you give
something more like the award- them to me or address to me at
Secular Hall. And not
winning Lancashire Secular
necessarily photos – paintings,
Humanists site (http://
cartoons, sculpture – I know we
www.lancshumanism.org.uk/).
have some artists among us!
I’d really like to have your
The only stipulation for
comments and, above all,
pictures for a banner across the consideration is that they’re
suitable for
top illustrating somehow
publication, so free
‘secularism’ and ‘Leicester’ –
of copyright
separately or together, or the
limitations.
life and activities of LSS.
Cheers,
Secular Hall is an obvious
choice – but I want a youthful
Frank
image that we’ll get from

Your pictures please
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SOCIETY 2012 AGM
The AGM was held on 11th
November. As yet no minutes or
report has been received so all that
can be said is that these are the
people on the new Board:
Michael Gerard
Allan Hayes
Kate Housden
Anu Kapur
Terry Larkin
Gillian Lighton
Nick Matthews
Harry Perry
Hamish Whiteley
President:
Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Events:

Harry Perry
Nick Matthews
Gillian Lighton
Anu Kapur
Allan Hayes

Allan’s round-up
The big fight is being fought at
national level (BHA, NSS), but we
can play our part. For example,
many are quite unaware that the
Anglican and Catholic churches
control one-third of the schools
that we all pay for – we should
keep telling them.
***
Reaching young people
Schools are the obvious path – the
Church of England clearly
recognises this (Dearing Report,
Chadwick Report).
We can’t take over schools but we
can produce material and speakers
to tell staff and students about
secularism and the Secular Society.
The All Our Stories project, funded
by a grant from English Heritage,
gives us an opportunity to produce
something really substantial about
the Society and the Hall.
My particular interest over the
years has been to get Humanism
into Religious Education, but I am
now advocating something more
radical – the replacement of RE
with a course in Humanity,
including how we have evolved,
what humanity is and how religions
feature. The present malaise of RE
gives an opportunity to get people
to listen and I am getting some
support.
I should add that my most frequent
opportunities to talk to young

people come from my membership
of Leicester Standing Advisory
Council on Religious Education
(SACRE) and the St Philip’ Religion
& Beliefs Roadshow team. I am
also looking forward to working in
the Further Education College
chaplaincy team. Though we are
formally excluded from
membership, Leicester Council of
Faiths also helps.
***
Relations with religions
We have political aims and to
achieve these we need allies.
Religion is central for many people
in Leicester and to have influence
we need to establish good relations
with them. At the same time we
require reciprocity and must insist
on religions working through the
democratic process, subject to
scrutiny and contestation.
I am under no illusion about the
determination of the Anglican and
Catholic churches to maintain, and
indeed extend, their hold over
education – I have been actively
fighting against faith schools for
many years.
We have a great
opportunity in
Leicester to show that
secularism works for
the common good.
Allan Hayes

old people are.
Here are some examples:
‘At fifteen life had taught me
undeniably that surrender, in its
place, was as honorable as
resistance, especially if one had
But the more we are able to
no choice.’ Maya Angelou, I
respond to, the greater our
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
circle of friends.
‘When you’re eighteen your
Can anyone help?
emotions are violent, but they’re
Gillian
not durable.’ W. Somerset
Hello. My name is Joshua Prager.
Maugham, The Razor’s Edge
I'm a journalist and author in
‘We read the little magazines –
New York City. I write for
Kayak and Big Table and
publications including the New
Lillabulero – and we thought that
York Times and the Wall Street
discovering
a new poet or a new
Journal. (You can see my work at
poem
was
the
most exciting thing
http://www.joshuaprager.com)
in the world. When you are
I was searching online for links
nineteen years old, it can be.’
about George Eliot which brought Louis Menand, The New Yorker,
me to your site. And so I'm
8th June 2009
writing to you with a question.
‘At twenty years old, all you know
I recently began a fun little
is that you're twenty. Everything
project, assembling quotes from
else is a mist that swirls around
novels and other writings about
this fact.’ Don Delillo, Libra
specific ages, i.e. how many years

‘Thirty – the promise of a decade
of loneliness, a thinning list of
single men to know, a thinning
briefcase of enthusiasm, thinning
hair.’ F. Scott Fitzgerald, The
Great Gatsby

The Editor’s suggested topics
for contributions touched on
three very important areas:
ghettoisation of Leicester,
reaching young people, and
relations with religions.
***
Ghettoisation
Ghettoisation is too strong a word,
but there are areas of the city that
are recognisably of one religious
culture and in which some schools
take a high proportion of their
children from this culture.
Government policy is threatening
to make things worse by facilitating
the creation of faith schools. These
are able to select staff and students
by religious acceptability, and to
emphasise their religion
throughout the day, particularly in
religious education and acts of
worship.
The situation has become more
serious under the present
government, since a group can now
apply directly to central
government to set up a free school
that will also be a faith school.
To counter this we need to open a
dialogue with those, religious and
otherwise, who do not want to see
the city divided, and join with them
in presenting a positive argument
for inclusive schools (nationally
there is the Accord Coalition).

We are asked such
a range of
questions!
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I hope to create a little book with
quotes about every age from 1 to
100. What I am hoping to find
are not so much mentions of an
age but rather an observation
about that age. (Of course, I will
get whatever permissions I need
to from the various literary
estates.)
And so, I am writing you with a
question. Do you know of any
examples in which Eliot or any of
the many other authors featured
on your site wrote of a specific
age?
I would really appreciate any
help. Thank you!
Josh (info@joshuaprager.com)

The Secular Charter and women (as) bishops
her out-and-out dismissal of the
notion. I wonder according to
whose conscience did she vote?

But wait – ‘The (proposed) Secular
Charter’ also stipulates that,
without an established religion:
According to the information
j) The state does not
provided by the National
intervene in the setting of
Secular Society (http://
www.secularism.org.uk/what- religious doctrine or the
running of religious
is-secularism.html),
organisations.
secularism is primarily
This seems to read paradoxical, in
defined as ‘the strict
that, in a fully secular society, the
separation of the state from
Anglican Church’s continued
religious institutions’, with
barring of women bishops would
equality before the law
remain legitimate, because it is
following therefrom.
run according to the (voting) rules
Consequently, conditions b to j of
and regulations of any
the The Secular Charter (http://
discriminating private members’
www.secularism.org.uk/
club.
secularcharter.html) (as adopted
It would seem, then, that
at the NSS's 2011 AGM) cannot
secularism is (would be) pretty
follow without the first:
ineffectual here. As is, the Church
a) There is no established
is allied to the state as the
state religion.
established state church, but is
Following this year's AGM last
not bound by the laws of the state.
month, it is announced that this is But then, in a fully religionto be finalised. The Charter will
disestablished secular state, it
form the focus of a member
would (according to condition j of
consultation http://
the current Charter) still be free to
www.secularism.org.uk/nssbar women from promotion to the
consultation-launched-at-agm.html bishopric.
commencing early in the New
It is reasonable to predict that the
Year. Meanwhile, as long as there
Synod will come round (the
remains an ‘established state
majority already has, just not a
religion’, the (lay component of
sufficiently large majority of the
the) General Synod of the Church
House of Laity), and we will see
of England can remain
women bishops before too long.
unconcerned by condition b of the
Meanwhile, some of the casuistry
Charter as it stands:
at work is fascinating. How can
b) There is one law for all
women, such as the House of
and its application is not
Laity's Alison Ruoff, shamelessly
hindered or replaced by
endorse traditional discrimination
religious codes or processes.
against women? Ruoff has been
In other words, the Church is
reported as ‘one of the
legally entitled to continue
undecideds’ who eventually
unhindered its flouting of the laws decided to vote against ‘to make
on sexual discrimination. Which I sure that we can walk together as
one Church of England … without
read as meaning that, were the
Church to be disestablished, then splits, without divisions’. Funny,
it would no longer be permitted to but whenever I've seen her
bar women from promotion to high occasional TV pop-ups, she has
always been conservatively firm in
office.

(Image adapted from: http://
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-20433152)
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And those, such as Anne Atkins,
who claim to want to see women
bishops, but nevertheless defend
the outcome because it is not for
the Church to turn away those
who vote according to their
conscience. Because, the
argument goes, not all those 'nays'
were actually against, but they
voted so (according with Ruoff) in
order that their minority brethren
who can't/won’t countenance the
consecration of women would not
become an isolated fringe.
But then there is our Prime
Minister who, after insisting that
the Police and Crime
Commissioners recently elected on
an average turnout of 15% do have
a mandate, again shows his PR
sophistry in lambasting the lay
36% (which, incidentally, equates
to his mandate-preventing share of
the vote at the last general
election) as not ‘with the
programme’.
Is this skewed synodical voting
system, ostensibly preventing a
simple majority leaving behind a
significant minority, so designed in
order to limit the possibility of
politically embarrassing schism?
A few more lay votes the other
way, and the minority would have
lost the day … and if they decided
to sulk and walk, it would not be
so bad as, say, a 49% losing
minority, which would be a big
bunch of potential splitters. The
system would seem to be biased
towards cohesion over
progression, with the latter
rendered glacial. And, hence, the
whole edifice becomes more
irrelevant.
Meanwhile, minority conservative
adherence to cherry-picked
biblical literalism carries the day
over the ‘progressive’ (relatively
speaking) majority, and effects the
continued overriding of the
employment law of the land with
impunity. Although this cringing
episode is further argument for
disestablishment, condition j of the
current National
Secular Society
Charter would here
seem to endorse the
status quo.
Lee Turnpenny

Christian misogyny
– where did it start?

section I.I, part 2 (circa 200CE)
Two centuries later Augustine of
Hippo was on the case:
‘What is the difference whether it is
In its early years the teachings of in a wife or a mother, it is still Eve
Jesus of Nazareth were often
the temptress that we must be wary
taken up by women fed up with
of in any woman.’ Letter 243, 10, St
the discrimination embodied in
Augustine.
the practice of Judaism, but by
The idea that women cannot lead,
the third century CE misogynistic teach or be a witness can be found in
a document called the Decretum
attitudes had crept back in …
Gratiani. The authority of this
‘Do you not know that you are Eve?
document rests largely on two
The judgement of God upon this sex
sources, Roman law, and the views of
lives on in this age; therefore,
the Early Church Fathers, one of the
necessarily the guilt should live on
most influential being St Augustine.
also. You are the gateway of the
devil; you are the one who unseals
The legal situation of women under
the curse of that tree, and you are
the Corpus Iuris Canonici (1234–
the first one to turn your back on the 1916CE) is as follows:
divine law; you are the one who
‘By a principle of civil law, no woman
persuaded him whom the devil was
can exercise a public office. By
not capable of corrupting; you easily
Church Law women are equally
destroyed the image of God, Adam.
barred from all spiritual functions
Because of what you deserve, that is,
and offices.’
death, even the Son of God had to
‘A woman can, therefore, not receive
die.’
any ecclesiastical ordination. If she
Tertullian, De Cultu Feminarum,
receives one, the ordination will not

imprint a sacramental character ...’
‘No woman, however saintly she may
be, may either preach or teach ...’
‘A wife is under the power of her
husband, the husband not under the
power of the wife. The husband may
punish her. A wife is obliged to
follow her husband to wherever he
decides to fix his residence.’
The laws and traditions founded upon
St Augustine's views of sexuality and
women continue to exercise
considerable influence over Church
doctrinal positions regarding the role
of women in the Church: ‘Augustine
remains the classical theologian for
the Western Christian tradition. His
was a brilliant mind, and his
voluminous writings grew from a
lifetime of grappling with the relation
of the Christian tradition to his own
spiritual journey.’
Women wanting to be bishops need
to be patient.
With credits to Karen Armstrong, A
History of God and to Wikipedia.

Caste discrimination
Following our article on caste discrimination
(Secularist 45, November 2012) Keith
Porteous-Wood of the NSS drew this to our
attention:
In its Equality Act of 2010 the British government
outlawed discrimination in the workplace and in society
generally on the grounds of race, gender and for a
wealth of other reasons, although discrimination on the
grounds of caste was put on the back burner. The Act
simply empowered the minister responsible to add caste
to the types of discrimination outlawed by the Act as and
when the need for such an addition became more clearly
apparent. But since then, following pressure from Hindu
community leaders and despite overwhelming evidence
of the existence of caste discrimination among the Hindu
community, the government has failed to act.
Based on information provided by the UK National
Secular Society (whose hard work was instrumental in
having this additional power incorporated in the 2010
Act) International Humanist and Ethical Union (IHEU)
representative Josephine Mackintosh raised this issue in
the course of the triennial examination of the British
government’s human rights record at the Human Rights
Council on 20th September 2012. Here is the full text of
her speech:
UN Human Rights Council – 21st Session
Agenda Item 6: United Kingdom UPR
Thursday 20 September 2012
Caste Discrimination in the United Kingdom
Madam President
Nicaragua has recommended [1] that the UK ‘Put
in practice a national strategy to eliminate
discrimination against caste, through the
immediate adoption of [legislation] in conformity
with its international human rights obligations ...’.
A UK Government-sponsored report [2] concludes
that:
1.
The population includes 50,000-200,000 of
low caste communities, living in 22 localities.

[P19&20]
2.
‘Alleged caste discrimination and harassment
in the area of work were identified in respect of
bullying and harassment, social exclusion,
recruitment, promotion, task allocation and
dismissal.’ [P30]
3.
‘Cases where caste appeared to have affected
the tasks people did in their job or movement to
lower level jobs were found in the literature and the
case studies.’ [P40]
4.
‘Cases of dismissal because of possible caste
discrimination, near dismissal and concealment of
caste out of fear of dismissal were found in the case
studies and the literature’ and [P41] in the
provision of social and health care, in worship and
in politics [P49-55]
The Government has consistently stonewalled the
triggering of its enabling power in the UK Equality
Act 2010 that would allow caste to be added to the
list of protected characteristics, on the grounds
that ‘Its coverage would therefore be significantly
wider than simply alleged discrimination against
people of the Dalit communities by other, highercaste Hindus or Sikhs.’[3]
We invite this Council to inform the UK that
objections by potential oppressors are a wholly
unacceptable justification for further delaying the
implementation of legislation against caste
discrimination.
Thank you, Madam President
[1] A/HRC/21/9 6 July 2012 Report of the Working
Group on the Universal Periodic Review – United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland: http://
tinyurl.com/cnkxke4 paras 98 and 110.61
[2] http://tinyurl.com/blpbn2w
[3] Former Minister for Equalities, Lynne Featherstone
MP, letter to Baroness Prashar dated 7 May 2102, CTS
Reference: M6004/12
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The Leicester Secularist
copy deadline
The copy deadline for the next edition is 12 noon
on Thursday 17th January 2013.
We will welcome new articles, letters, jokes,
poems, news, cartoons, book reviews, etc. Please
send via the Hall or email to me at the address in
the box adjacent.
Include photos or illustrations where you have
them. Please aim for 700 words max. Longer
articles may be accepted where appropriate but
please ensure they are submitted well ahead of
the deadline (and the same goes for handwritten
items that might need a lot of typing up).
The subsequent copy deadline looks like being
Thursday 21st February 2013.
Thanks
Harry Perry, Editor
Jill Perry, Subeditor

2013 subscriptions
As another year comes around subscriptions
fall due. Please can you pay these
promptly. We need the funds to continue to
both campaign for secularism and maintain
our home in Secular Hall, so please consider
making an additional donation.
Please send your cheques, made payable to
Leicester Secular Society, to:
John Catt
32 Bramcote Road
Loughborough
LE11 2SA
If you use internet banking you can credit the
Society's bank account as follows:

Keyholders: Mike Burden, Harry Perry and Gillian
Lighton are keyholders for Secular Hall.
Audio-visual kit: Normally held by Mike Burden.
All can be reached by post via the Hall address.

Account number 20195380
Sort code 08 60 01

Stay in touch with LSS on Facebook - just ‘Like’ the
Leicester Secular Society Facebook group: https://
www.facebook.com/groups/102055793167467/?ef=ts

If you prefer to pay cash you can hand this to
any Board member.

The longest distance between two points is that claimed
by a self-employed workman on his invoices.

John Catt

Wilf

Please confirm such transfers by email to
leic.sec.society@gmail.com

Thank you
Membership Secretary/Asst. Treasurer
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